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Debbie: Happy Friday, guys! It’s Debbie De Grote. How are you?
Male speaker: Hello.
Debbie: Hello, hello.
Male speaker: Doing good.
Debbie: Good. We’ve got a great group on board today. Pete, have you joined us yet?
Pete: I am here.
Debbie: Okay, perfect. So guys, you know what? We like to mute the line just for a bit, so we can get a good, quiet
recording for you. But why don’t we go ahead first and let’s get questions out on the table. Then I can write them
down, we’ll circle back and handle them after we’ve muted the line. So remember, it doesn’t have to be just limited
to projects you’re implementing from the Inner Circle. It can be any project under the sun that you’re working on,
whether it’s on the sales side, on the marketing side, an idea you have, you want to run it by the group. So, go ahead,
guys. Fire away.
Darcy: Hi Debbie.
Debbie: Go right ahead.
Darcy: Hi, it’s Darcy here down in sunny San Diego. I wanted to find out a little bit more about your retreat that
you have planned for October.
Debbie: I will tell you all about that, so I’ll put that on the list, Darcy. We’re actually going to put out a lot of
information soon, but definitely I’ll add that on my list for today. I’ll give you guys the whole scoop on that.
Darcy: Thank you much.
Debbie: You got it. Okay, anybody else? Okay, Pete, I know you probably have some questions there, but I’m going
to go ahead and mute the line. Remember though, you can unmute yourself anytime you need to ask us a question or
comment. All you have to do after I mute you is you just hit *6, and that will open your line up.
Okay, guys, just know that the retreat, we’re super excited about it. It is a little bit of a work in progress, meaning in
terms of the agenda and the content, because we want to make it really special with some great takeaways and
resources that we’ll be giving you. But I’ll give you sort of the lay of the land very quickly. First of all, we expect a
small crowd, and we are completely fine with that, because we know that in our Inner Circle there are going to be
people who can’t travel in or don’t have the time. And that’s fine.
We actually consider this event a success if 10 of you show up, because we’ll have fun, we’ll brainstorm, we’ll
mastermind. So it’s going to be really cool. But we’re expecting we’ll probably have 30 to 50 attendees, so we’re
not looking to make this a massive event. We certainly welcome all the Inner Circle members who choose to come,
but we are not allowing any outside guests. So this is not going to be an event where people can buy a ticket that are
strangers to all of us and show up and attend. It’s not that; this is just for those in the Inner Circle who would like to
join us on this retreat.
Now, you would fly in on Friday the 12th to Spokane International Airport. And Spokane is about a 40-minute
drive, very nice straight highway, easy drive from downtown Coeur d’Alene. Downtown Coeur d’Alene is very
beautiful; very, very charming. It’ll kind of remind you of a throwback. Gosh, Pete, I’d say like 25 years ago. I don’t
know, it’s just a super charming town, low-key, right on the lake. And easy to get to the resort, easy to find it.
Resort is right on the lake and the resort prices are very reasonable. Their peak season kind of ends at Labor Day and
doesn’t kick up until snow time, so you’re going to have a good window there where prices should be very
reasonable. And they have a beautiful spa, great spa, if you like massages and all of that stuff. And they do have
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shuttle service from the airport for a fee. We usually grab an Uber. I’m looking at their fees, I think their fees were
pretty close to the same. You might prefer just to get an Uber from the airport. Cabs are too expensive. So rent a car,
use the shuttle, get an Uber – we’ll give you all that great detail.
So then when you drive in on that particular… Excuse me, I’m sorry. I told you the wrong thing. Sunday the 14th,
not the 12th. So Sunday the 14th. So you can work all week, travel in on Sunday the 14th and we’re going to have a
great cocktail party that night. We’ve been going back and forth on the location, just because we’re going to have to
check out the weather and see what we can do. But we’re going to get together, have a terrific cocktail party. If
you’re bringing a spouse or a significant other, they’re welcome to attend that cocktail party.
Now, Monday we have a full-day event planned, breakfast and lunch will be there for you. There will be a small fee
for materials that will include the meals, because we didn’t want you to have to go leave the hotel, try to find food.
We’re not charging you for the event itself, and we’re trying to grind on that hotel to get that fee down just as low as
possible, and it won’t be a lot. And so then you’ll have breakfast and you’ll have lunch, and that will just be for the
attendees, not for spouses or guests. They’ll need to go do their thing on their own. And then that evening, you can
walk right out of the door of the resort and there are charming wine bars, shops, restaurants, literally right there. You
just walk and enjoy.
And then we’ll have a half a day on Tuesday. Breakfast again will be provided. And we’re not going to have a
formal session; you can dress casual. We’re going to sit at round tables, we’re going to discuss ideas, we’re going to
share strategies, Pete and I are going to bring new concepts to the table. Our goal is that you leave that event excited,
inspired, new tools, technologies, marketing ideas, and some great referral connections from those who choose to
attend. So, low key, casual, no fancy clothes needed; just come and bring your great strategies. So Pete, anything
you want to add to that real quick before we move on?
Pete: No, I think you covered it just great.
Debbie: Okay, awesome. Could rain, may not rain – hard to say. Typically that time of year, not a lot of rain, but
you could bring a jacket. Okay, so then, moving on. I think, Pete, you had some questions maybe emailed in. Do you
want to get to those first?
Pete: Yeah, absolutely. So I got a couple here that are going to be really quick answers for you. This was a great
question, and some of you might have had the same thought. This person’s in the coaching and they said…
My coach is telling me to go use the “Downsizing” strategy for the area that I’m farming. Debbie’s video
emphasizes to not call it “Downsizing”, call it “Rightsizing”. Shouldn’t the marketing post cards say
“Rightsizing” then?
And so, great question. Phenomenal question. And here’s the difference. When we’re marketing, we need to enter
that conversation that’s already going on in your prospect’s mind. They’ve never heard this term “Rightsizing”
before. They’re only going to be thinking “Downsizing”. So in the marketing we say “Downsizing”, but then when
we’re face-to-face with them, we don’t use that word anymore. Now it’s all “Rightsizing”. And that’s the transition
that we’re making. So we’ve got to enter that conversation going on in their head – they’re thinking “Downsize”.
But then once we communicate with them, we use the term “Rightsizing”.
Debbie: So for example, Pete. Quick example. Yeah, because they would look at that and say, “What is that?” But if
they see the “Downsize”, because that’s the buzz out there online, magazine articles – everything is about the
downsizers. But if I said…
Pete, I’m so glad you reached out to me, and I understand making a decision to downsize is a big one. And
yet it really can be a way to enlarge your quality of life, and your opportunities and your leisure, hobbies
and things that you’d love to do. So that’s why I actually call it “Rightsizing”. So I look forward to coming
over and sitting with you and talking about your plan to rightsize and prepare for your next adventure.
So, it kind of takes away that negative connotation of, “I’m getting old, so now I have to move down.” Because it
really isn’t so much about that; it’s about being tired of the maintenance of a big home, and also maybe being able to
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take that large equity and retire sooner, or travel, or buy two houses that are smaller. So it’s very different than it
used to be, and that’s why in your conversations with them you want to use that term “Rightsizing”.
Pete: Yeah, that’s it. So, a couple of other related questions…
The post cards messages reference a pre-recorded message. Can you direct me to the script for that?
It is actually on SMS Conversations. When you go to the Voice Messages area, all of our sly broadcasting messages,
the consumer guide voicemail messages – all of those are actually written in there. There’s an area that says
“Scripts”. You just click the button and a little window’s going to pop-up; it’s going to give you the script right there
so you can just record it. And of course the follow-up question to this was…
Is there a vendor that you’d recommend for the phone number?
Of course – it’d be SMS Conversations. That’s where you can get those phone numbers and set up those prerecorded messages.
Debbie: But Pete, hold on a second. When they’re asking where to get the phone numbers, are they meaning phone
number to buy to call lots of people?
Pete: No, in this context they were meaning in regards to the post cards; we have on there, “Call this pre-recorded
messages.” So they wanted to know what was the message and what’s the vendor that they use for that phone
number. So you’d use SMS Conversations.
This was another good question, Debbie, that we had come in. This person had a great video that they had done for
one of their properties, and they’re like…
I need to promote my broker’s open. What are some strategies that I can do?
So this was like…
Right up at the moment, I’ve got this broker’s open and I’ve got this great video of this home. How can I
help promote this?
And so, what I said back – and this is a great strategy if you have a home that you’re listing that you’re trying to get
other brokers to for your broker’s open, or you’re trying to get some buyers to it. What I suggested was actually
texting out that link to the brokers that you invite to your broker’s open. Or if you’ve got a home that you’re trying
to sell and you’re trying to promote an open house, you can text that to your list.
So the way that you would do that – let’s say that you have that video on YouTube. You could literally just take the
URL from that video – so that’s the thing that’s in the address bar that’s like www.youtube.com/watch and then a
bunch of weird numbers and symbols. You would literally take that URL – just cut and paste it – and take it over to
a website like bit.ly. And all it does when you pop open that website is it says…
Put right here the URL that you’d like to shrink down.
And so you’d just take that URL, you’d paste it right there, and it’s going to give you a really short link that you can
text. So then you’d open up your SMS Conversations. Let’s say you’ve already got a list of potential buyers or
sellers that you’ve already uploaded. And you would just send them that message…
Hey, check out this home. We’ve got a broker’s open this date from this time to this time.
And then always sign your name to it, because they’re not going to necessarily know whose that phone number is.
So I sign it “Pete Mitchell”, hit the “Send” button, and boom! You’ve just given that video out to your whole
database that you’re trying to get excited about either your open house or your broker’s open. And that’s what I
would do from that standpoint.
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Debbie: So Pete, because you’re not a real estate agent – but you almost are by spending so much time with all of us
– what you might not know is, on the broker’s open, yes, it’d be fine to have prospects come in, but they would be
really inviting the real estate population. That’d be the real estate agents.
Pete: Yeah, I’m saying that I’m trying to give them other ways that they could use their video.
Debbie: Got it. I see.
Pete: So, obviously you’re only going to invite your brokers to your brokers’ open, but if you’ve got a list of buyers
and you’re trying to get more people to your open house, that would be a separate event and you would send it to
them.
Debbie: And I guess one thing we do all know – one additional way to get brokers to your open house is provide
fabulous food, because they’ll go for food. (Laughing.) It’s just a fact. It’s unbelievable that… By the way, I’ve got
to tell them a funny story. There was an agent once at the company that I worked at, and he had a reputation. It was
back in the day where every property had lock boxes – I don’t know if I told you guys this. I think of it every now
and then. He would always go at lunch time to preview property, and when he found houses where the sellers
weren’t home, he’d check out their fridge and just make himself some lunch. So, he’d come to your broker’s open
house. (Laughing.) Alright, Pete, you got more?
Pete: Let’s see here. This was a great one, Debbie, and I think you probably need to address this. Let’s see here. I’m
going to just skip to the heart of the question here…
Do you have any suggestion about what should we send via mail to those sellers that logged into the
website to see their home value? And also a letter to send to absentee property owners.
Debbie: Yes, okay. So, I coach SmartZip – I’ve coached them for years, guys. Some of you I may have even met
through a webinar I’ve done for them. Now, I’m not a salesperson for them and I’m not trying to sell you on them.
What I coach them on is how to understand you. They’ve got this product, and yet they’re not real estate agents, so I
try to help their team understand your world, so that they can do a better job helping you.
And so, on the system that they have, which maybe like the system you have, of course when someone goes in and
checks their values, and then you’re notified in some fashion – maybe it’s on a dashboard, maybe it’s some other
method. Well, if you have a phone number – now, often you won’t, but if you have a phone number, then what you
want to do is call that number right away. Right, Pete? And just use our script that they would use when they’re
calling after the guides. Wouldn’t that make the most sense?
Pete: Oh yeah.
Debbie: And basically, go ahead, Pete, and do that script for them, because it would be applicable to the guides or to
this type of situation.
Pete: So which script?
Debbie: The one that you tell them to do after someone requests the guide and they have their phone number. Don’t
we say something along the lines of…
I know you requested this guide. I’m getting it in the mail to you.
Pete: Basically what we do is we would call them up and we’d say…
Yes, hello. This is Pete Michell. I know you just requested our consumer guide “How to Downsize with
Distinction”. I just wanted to call to verify your address.
So we use that as our excuse for getting on the phone with them. “I’m just calling to verify your address. I’ve got
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123 Maple Street.” Then, once we’ve gone through that, that’s our excuse. Then it’s…
Okay, great. I want to make sure that I’m including all of the right material with this guide when I send it
out to you. Tell me a little bit about your situation.
So that’s where I do the transition to get them to start opening up.
Debbie: Okay. And so, guys, if there’s a phone number – and I get it, often there’s not, so I’ll address that next – but
if you have a phone number when they request property values or they request the guide or they request the full
report – call them right away…
I’m just verifying you requested X.
Or in my case if I were looking at that where they had checked their values, I would say…
My system notified me that you went online to check your values, and I wanted to just do a quick customer
service call to make sure that you got what you needed, that my system worked for you and you got the
information you wanted. Okay, good. Now, because your home is unique – every home is – of course that
estimate may not or may not be accurate. And because of that, I wanted to offer you a more custom version
of the evaluation. So if you would like to tell me a little bit more about your home, I would be more than
happy to put that complimentary evaluation together and mail that out to you.
Then I’d go into letting them tell me if they’re willing to talk to me, take the details down, and then I might even add
at the end…
Just so that it’s really accurate, I’m always in your neighborhood. What if I pop by and take a look?
Now, what would we do though if we don’t have their phone number and we only have their e-mail? Basically the
same exact script…
I saw that you were online checking your values. Every home is unique. I hope the information was helpful,
I hope my system worked well for you. And because you took the time to do that, I’d be happy to provide
no-cost, no-obligation, complimentary custom evaluation.
And remember, guys, what we’re trying to teach you in the Events kit and everything we do, is you have to tell them
why would you do that. Of course they can figure it out, I get it. But I think by being more upfront with it, they resist
you less. So if you say…
The reason I’m happy to do this is it gives me an opportunity to be valuable. If you ever decide to sell, I
hope you might consider me.
So…
Happy to do it. Here’s what I’ll do for you. It’s totally free, no strings attached. And the reason I would do
it – then I become a valuable asset to you and you might call me in the future if you need me.
But what if you don’t have their phone number, for some reason you don’t have their e-mail? I’ve got to tell you
guys, this is funny. Pete, did Tay tell you about the one that had the interesting email or whatever it was?
Pete: Yeah, in your system?
Debbie: Yeah, was that the email address or was that their phone number? I forget which one they put their name.
Pete: That was the name that they put in.
Debbie: Okay, you tell them what they said.
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Pete: I can’t. You tell them.
Debbie: (Laughing.) So guys, Tay is going through, trying to manage all the requests for guides and things like
we’re just talking about now. And someone had put their name as “Fart Smeller”. So I’m not sure we’ll keep him in
our database. So you’re going to get some random stuff like that. Who cares, right? Whatever, it’s all fun. But you’d
either respond on the phone, you’d respond via email, or go to their house. Go to their house if you have the address.
And you could say…
Someone in the home got this post card, and they went online and they requested information about their
value.
Or…
Someone in the home went online and they requested this consumer guide. I wanted to be sure to deliver it.
With the values I say…
I wanted to make sure that the system worked, and offer a more custom version of that evaluation at no
cost. Was that you that requested it?
So what I encourage people, Pete, who have that kind of system – because clearly, these leads could be hot or they
could not be hot – so I say just pick maybe a Tuesday afternoon and a Saturday morning, check your people who are
on the Dashboard that you want to go knock on their door, and just have an organized time to do that. You don’t
have to rush right out there right away. That’s not critical, but responding back is good if you have something to
respond to them, and to do that quickly. Got another one?
Pete: Yeah, so this was a really good one. This is a question that we see a lot. This is someone who’s basically
doing their “Just Sold” post cards and they’re like…
I just sold three listings that I’d like to promote and get more listings. I need help with the language and use
of the story-telling to describe my listings.
Because one of the things that I always say is, if you’re going to be doing “Just Listed” and “Just Sold”, you’ve got
to make them fun and exciting. It’s not enough just to put out there you just listed this or you just sold this, because
there are two conversations going on. The conversation in your head is…
This is evidence of my success. It shows them I know what I’m doing.
But the conversation going on in their head is…
This home has just been sold. That doesn’t do anything for me. I can’t buy this home.
They’re not connecting you’re showing that you know how to do this. So here’s what I would suggest as a basic,
simple story, if you will, that you can tell them. Now, of course you’re going to have to use your own numbers and
make sure that it’s accurate. And by the way, just so you know, we’re actually building templates for this that we’re
going to be putting in the Inner Circle probably by the end of next week. I’ve gotten the first drafts back; I need to
have our designer do a little bit more work on them to make them look a little bit better. But we’re going to be
giving you “Just Listed” / “Just Sold” drafts with this kind of storytelling, if you will, on them.
So here’s what you could use for the headline…
Your Maple Drive neighbor just sold their home. Would you like to sell yours as well?
Hi, I’m Jane Incredible. I just sold the home at 123 Maple Drive. I listed the home, I attracted a lot of
families. However, not every home is a match. In fact, I now have a new database of [whatever number it
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is] qualified families looking to buy in this neighborhood. As a result, I’m looking for more homes that I
can show to these buyers that are not interested in the house that I just sold, or weren’t able to acquire the
house that I just sold, or it had already been sold to someone else. So I’m wondering if you’d be open to
selling yours if the money was right.
You could do that if you’re, again, putting out your “Just Sold” to your geographic farm that you just sold a home in.
Give me a call or send me a text to this number right away. These buyers won’t wait long. I’d love to have
your home to show.
Debbie: Basically it’s an “I Have Buyers”.
Pete: Pretty much.
Debbie: And we have the “I Have a Buyer” letter obviously there for them right now if they need to borrow from
that. So it’s basically using that, putting it into the post card to tie it to the “Just Listed” or “Sold”, because if you
just say, “I just listed”, “I just sold it” – what’s the offer? And that’s something I want you always to think about –
what’s the offer? The offer is…
I’ve got buyers waiting. Call me if you want to sell.
Or the offer could be, because you know it’s a downsizing market…
If you’ve been thinking about downsizing like these neighbors did…
Maybe they give you permission, because they’ve already left, to say…
They’ve moved off to their sunny beach in Florida. And now if that’s something you’d like to do, I have a
pipeline of buyers waiting. If you want to talk to me – fine.
Or you might just offer the guide. So, we always want to make sure there’s a call to action, because that’s what I see
a lot of – a lack of call to action. And the question about the absentee owners, what’s the best marketing piece to
send them? The “I Have a Buyer”. So if you’re farming an area, and inside of that farm you have your absentee
owners, of course you’re going to be mailing them the “Just Listed” and “Sold”. Well, a landlord is not in that
neighborhood, living there, so if you have the “I Have a Buyer” thing going on, and they’re thinking about selling,
they may know it’s a sales technique, assume it is, but they still may check that box and give you a call and say, “Do
you really have a buyer?”
And remember, guys, Pete and I both go to church and we both believe you shouldn’t lie, so we’re not telling you to
lie about that. In fact, I think it’d be pretty easy for you to go to an office meeting and say…
I just sold this property over here, and I’m going to put out to everyone that there are buyers waiting. Who
in here has a buyer?
I can guarantee you, somebody in your office would. Now, with the absentee owners you could do “I Have a
Buyer”. You could also do a market report and offer a complimentary property evaluation, send them to your site if
you have it.
Pete: Yeah. So just to reiterate, guys, what Debbie just said – it’s that call to action. You just a sold a home. So
don’t just do a “Just Sold” post card. Have that story…
Because I sold this home, I’ve got all these buyers.
Maybe you had 100 families come through your open house, 25 families, whatever the number is. Use that
truthfully. Find out what your number is and use that to go out there and give that call to action.
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Debbie: Pete, real quick, before I forget. We have a new client and a new Inner Circle member, and he shared with
me some marketing post cards that he was using in his farm. I think this would be great to mention to everyone. I
don’t think they did the post card, but the content was provided by a title company. And they were perfectly nice and
professional. I don’t have them in front of me right now, but they were tips on buyer safety – just good, serious,
quality content. And it was costing him about $0.50, I believe, a piece, to mail those out.
The problem was that while the topics of those messages were just fine for a newsletter, a blog, a social media post,
maybe even a resource library on your main authority website – they were not good post cards for mailing to a
geographic farm. And here’s why, guys. They absolutely did nothing to showcase that agent’s track record,
experience, expertise, enter the conversation in the customer’s mind, be that wise advisor, or have a call to action.
They were actually excellent articles that I could maybe borrow from for our Lifestyle Advisor newsletter, but
remember, even in our Lifestyle Advisor newsletter there’s one real estate article that drives them back to you,
whether it’s about move up, downsize, or buying an investment.
So, please, guys, as you’re being fed stuff, which you might be by lenders or title, and they say, “Here’s some good
marketing stuff” – they’re not marketers. So you’re going to have to stop and you’re going to have to take a look at
that and say…
Does this showcase me as the wise advisor? Does this show off my experience, expertise and results? Does
this enter the conversation in the consumer’s mind? And does it have a strong offer or call to action that’s
going to make them raise their hand and reach out to me?
And if the answer is “No”, find a different way to use it – on a blog maybe. But don’t waste your marketing dollars
on things that won’t get a result for you. And Pete, they can always send it to us, right? We certainly aren’t saying
you only use our stuff and nothing else is good. We’re just saying, think about what you send. So you’re welcome to
send it over and say…
Can you guys take a look at this? Should I use it? How should I use it?
And we’ll be happy to respond back to you.
Pete: Yeah, absolutely. So another question we had come in, Debbie, was pretty vague, so I’m hoping you might be
able to shed some light for our agents who are on the line. They would like to have some feedback on signing up for
Realtor.com leads. They are wondering if you have any experience with clients who’ve used that?
Debbie: So, let’s just call it “online leads” in general. So let’s look at some facts. It’s really hard to pin down if it’s
worth it for you to do it. And the reason I say that is, these are the things to consider with the online leads. Number
one – if you’re going to sign up for them, you need to be understanding of the low rate of conversion, and be, I
guess, a little bit at peace with that. So what I mean by that is most of the online lead companies will tell you that
statistically the conversion is between 1% to 3%. Now, if you’re really good at it, could it be 5%, could it be 8%?
Sure, but not much more than that. That’s just kind of the nature of the online leads.
So you have to know there’s going to be a lot of churning and grinding and calling and follow-up, and it’s going to
need to continue. You can’t just hit them once and move on, because you’re investing a lot of money on those leads.
So you really have to be someone who has good systems. And some of those lead generation companies have drip
systems built in. Of course now you’ve got your texting, sly broadcasting. That’s great; you can plug those in to
those leads. You’ve got your consumer guides you can offer them – that’s’ a great plus. But you have to be willing
to really work those leads, because they can take 4 to 18 months to convert. So, just make sure you’re someone
who’s okay with that.
The next thing you’re going to want to do is really ask about what’s the number of leads my budget is going to
deliver to me? And then you’re going to have to look at your marketplace. If you’re in certain parts of the country,
it’s a little less saturated and the lead conversion is better, and the amounts of leads you get is better. But when you
go into some of the hyper, hyper aggressive markets like Newport Beach or Beverly Hills, it’s tougher there,
because you’ve got more agents doing big spend, and sometimes those markets become a little bit saturated.
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Realtor.com, though, as a whole – I think my clients feel that the quality of the leads compared to some other
systems is pretty good. So, I don’t think that at all that they’re bad leads. You just have to be the kind of person who
is committed and dedicated to working them, responding, taking the rejection, and staying on a long-term drip
system, because if you’re not going to do all that, you’re probably going to waste your money. Does that make
sense, Pete? Because you have a lot of experience with online leads too.
Pete: Yes. Not only that, but like you said, the long-term follow-up is key. And I would start taking them and
funneling them into offers for your guides, and even the Instant Client Goldmine Strategy, where you’re going to
email them, text them and sly dial them. So, the key with all the leads that you buy – you don’t quit following up
until they buy or die.
Debbie: They buy, they opt out or they die. And that’s a good question too that came up, Pete…
Am I legally okay to text and sly broadcast on an online lead I purchased?
And the answer is ”Yes”, because they’ve opted into their system.
Pete: The answer is, check with your attorney and let them tell you “Yes”. But yeah, they’re basically opting in and
they know someone’s going to call them. The “Do Not Call” list does have a certain amount of time that you’re
allowed to follow up with them, and certainly take advantage of that.
Debbie: Right. And every state has a little bit different law. But if they’re on that clean opt-in list – someone else
emailed me and said…
How often would you text them or sly broadcast them?
Well, your past clients and sphere – I would probably do that quarterly, but your online leads – I would not be afraid
to text them once a month, I wouldn’t be afraid to sly broadcast them once a month, I’d certainly email them every
week. You might have them on property searches on top of that. Guys, I don’t care – they’re either going to do
something or they’re going to say, “Leave me alone.” And either one is fine.
Pete: Yeah, that’s it. So the last question that we had here, Debbie – this was a really interesting one, and we both
gave our opinion back to this person, but I thought it was something worthy of sharing with everyone, because they
might find themselves in a situation kind of like this; not the exact one. This was an agent who, I believe it was her
and her husband, they had designed the house, built the house and sold the house, and that was back on the market,
not by them; by another agent. But they wanted to know…
How can I use this, because I used to live here? In fact, we’ve designed this house and built it.
And you might find yourself in a situation where all of a sudden you see a home that you used to live in on the
market, and you’re like…
I used to live there. I’ve got a special connection with this house. I’d be a great person to sell this house, at
least find a buyer for it. What’s the strategy for that?
And so, I’m going to let you share, Debbie, what some of your thoughts are and then I’ll share some of my thoughts
on that.
Debbie: Well, I guess when I think about that, first of all I would say we won’t spend a lot of time on it, because it’s
kind of a weird one. It’s pretty unusual that that would happen, although I was just on the phone a couple of
weekends ago with a client negotiating a $35 million deal on a house in Lake Tahoe, and the buyer was someone
who built that house originally. So it does happen, for sure. So my thought would be, who is the listing agent and
where are they from and what’s their connection to that neighborhood? So for an example, if the listing agent is in
my office and they don’t farm that area and they’re not a prospector, I’d probably go to them and say…
I used to own that house. It’s kind of cool. Can I hold it open for you? I’m going to go out and door-knock
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the neighborhood because I know you don’t farm there. I’m going to tell the neighbors I used to live there.
And then certainly if it’s an out-of-area agent you could say…
I know you’re out-of-area. Do you mind? I’m going to go in there, I’m really going to market. Can I use the
address?
You’re just going to look at who has it listed. What do you want to do? What are you trying to get out of this? Are
you just trying to get some traction on leads? Because quite frankly, generally speaking, the public, Pete, they don’t
care if the realtor owned that house before. So, I guess when I saw that question I was thinking it’s a good
icebreaker on a door-knock, or it’s maybe a good story on a post card to say, “Who do you know that would like to
buy it?” But beyond that, I’m not really sure what else we would do with that.
Pete: Yeah. My suggestion on this particular situation is, tell the story via video, and then run a Facebook ad to that
video to your database. And how I would tell the story via video… You’ve probably got to check with the other
listing agent, but you’ve got pictures from when you lived there. In this case they probably have pictures of
everything – designing it, the foundation’s just been put in. So you could tell the story from that point, and then at
the end, have a call to action, something along the lines of…
If you’d like a private tour of the house, private message me now. I’ve made arrangements with the listing
agent to do so.
And that is disclosing to people you’re not the listing agent on this home. But like you said, you’re building up a
database of buyers in that area, and probably many of your database are going to be people who still live there,
because that’s where you used to live. And so, maybe they would want to sell their home, and they see how you’re
uniquely marketing this home that you’re not even the listing agent on. That can get a lot of attention to you.
Debbie: Yeah. So I think Facebook ads, door-knocking the neighborhood, marketing by post card. And again, every
state has laws about how you can market another agent’s listing. So, you just want to look at those laws and follow
them.
Pete: Check with your broker.
Debbie: Yeah. I just look at it as it’s really just a good story that might get their attention. Just kind of a unique
icebreaker or a way in.
Pete: Yeah, exactly. Those were all the questions that I had emailed in, Debbie.
Debbie: Okay. So guys, I have something for you and I don’t think I mentioned this to you before. Pete, I actually
have it laying here on my desk, so I’ll get to it today and get it over to you. I’ve had many of you say to me they go
and they meet with sellers and they tell them…
I’m not listing my home for five months, or three months.
Or…
I don’t actually want the property on the market. I just want you to keep me as a pocket listing. Let me
know if you have a buyer.
Especially if they’re ill – that could be a situation, or it’s hard to show, or privacy issues because they’re somebody
kind of famous. So, I’ve put together something just to kind of formalize this. So when you guys see it, it’s called
the Quiet Sale Program. So let’s just role-play this for a moment. So, if Pete said to me…
I’ve got little kids and I work at home and I don’t want to be bothered. So Debbie, I’m not quite ready to
sell, but in the next three months if you come across a buyer, you can bring them. And I’m happy to pay a
commission because I’m going to list my house with you in three months, but I’m just not ready to put it
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into the MLS right now.
And I would say…
Pete, I actually have a program for people in your situation. It’s called my Quiet Sale Program, and this is
for people who are preparing their home for sale and they’re not ready for it to hit the Multiple Listing
Service; sellers who want to limit showings; or sellers who want exclusivity and confidentiality. And Pete,
if I may, let me show you my brochure on this program.
And guys, what we’re going to have for you – we’ll just have a single one sheet. And Pete, we’ll just need to set it
up so they can personalize it, and put their picture and their logo. So we’ll say, “Here are the benefits of the
program.” So guys, see how this sounds to you…
So Pete, when you agree to engage my services on this Quiet Sale Program, I will market the property
without listing the address to my list of prospects, database, past clients and sphere of influence. I will also
target and prospect the appropriate buyer prospects. I will carefully pre-approve all buyers, even before I
would request a showing appointment. I will each time I show it confirm the desired price and terms with
you before disclosing your address and showing the prospect. I will update you promptly on any showing
feedback, I will provide a monthly marketing report to you. Upon your instruction, I’ll contact top buyer
agents in the local market and market it to them directly, if you choose to have me do so. I will assist you if
needed with strategic advice, access to quality vendors, concierge and staging services to help you prepare
the property for sale. And of course, I’ll be on call to answer your questions and concerns throughout the
duration of our time working together. Now, Pete, there’s no cost for the above services. I receive payment
only if you accept an offer, and the terms and agreements and commission will all be set forth in our
written agreement. And all I’m asking you to do is sign a listing agreement for a period of X. It’ll be noted
on that agreement that you have the right to cancel at any time if you choose not to move forward, and
we’ll have the proper exclusions that our Board of Realtors requires for me to hold it off the market. And if
you choose to move forward and list the property on Multiple Listing Service, because we have this listing
agreement together, then of course I would be your listing agent.
Now guys, you’ve heard me talk about Boris in Toronto, and we did this for Boris because there were a lot of his
listings that wanted this type of program. But we wanted to get them signed on an actual contract. So Boris is using
the Quiet Sale concept and he’s getting them signed on a 12-month listing. So it’s a 12-month listing with all the
provisions that it’s not hitting the MLS that are appropriate for his market, and noting that if the seller changes their
mind and does not wish to sell the property, that that agreement is null and void. But if the seller does go to active
market, then of course automatically Boris would be their listing agent.
Now, is this a contract? No, but if they sign the listing agreement, then that’s a contract. This is just a way to make it
more sexy, and to get them to sign on the dotted line if they’re going to use your knowledge, your expertise, and
even tap into your quality vendors. So, we’ll fix it up, guys. Use it if you need it. Know it’s there as a resource. I
always tell you though – remember, they don’t buy the cow if they get the milk for free. So, if I’m running all
around for Pete, trying to find a buyer, telling him how to fix up his home, giving him all my vendors, and then
suddenly, one week before he’s going to list with me, his friend gets his real estate license and he lists with him.
That sucks, right? So, just a way to maybe help you control those people in your Quiet Sale pipeline a little bit
better.
Alright, Pete, so before we open up the line, I just want to give them a quick preview. I know you’d probably tell me
to wait, but I can’t wait; I’ve got to tell them anyhow. So guys, we’re always looking at new things and new
improvements for you. Pete has committed to me – so Pete, now I’m being your accountability partner here, they all
know about that – that by 30 days from now we’re going to have a whole new Dashboard of the Inner Circle. It’s
going to be easier to navigate, to find the tools you need.
And what we’re actually going to do is take our big pile of resources, keep them in their spot where they are, but
then we’re going to extract, which my team already has actually done, extract from those and put them into success
kits. So in other words, anything and everything on the site that could possibly be used for in Expired, will be an
Expired success kit. Anything and everything that could be used for For Sale By Owner will be in the For Sale By
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Owner kit, whether that’s scripts, marketing, consumer guides, other resources. So it’ll be so easy if you’re working
on a project for you to go in and find what you need. So, there you go. I’ve got Pete on the spot now. 30 days. Right,
Pete? You’re going to do it.
Pete: That’s right, yeah.
Debbie: Alright, cool. Okay, so why don’t we open up the line real quick and see if they have any additional
questions? Okay guys, you’re live, your line is open. Anybody have a question?
Jay: Sure. Jay Fiscus does.
Debbie: Hello.
Jay: Hello.
Debbie: I can hear you. Go ahead.
Jay: This is Jay Fiscus and I have a question on the Quiet Sale. The way you were talking about that, you have an
agreement. Do you have one that’s already written up that’s on the website?
Debbie: That’s what I’m doing. So again, Jay, let’s remember that what I’m writing for you is like a marketing
piece in a way. In other words, it’s not the agreement. The agreement would be, you’d get them to sign the listing
contract. But this is how you would present the value of them going ahead and engaging your services through a
Quiet Sale Program. So, if you just talk to them like I did to you guys, you can see it kind of gets lost in the
interpretation, but if you have a nice clean piece to put in front of them and say…
When you’re willing to commit to me as your agent, even though we’re not going to Multiple Listing, here
are the benefits that that rewards you with.
Jay: With my association here, with East LA Association of Realtors, we have another sheet that says the property
is not going to be on the MLS. So we would just have the listing agreement and then back up with the other…
Debbie: Exactly.
Jay: That’s the marketing piece versus the listing agreement.
Debbie: Exactly. You go it, Jay. So this is just when you want to get them committed and you’re selling the sexy of
why they should do that, and then you’re getting a listing agreement signed, and then you have to have signed or
added in anything that your local board requires that allows you not to put that into the MLS.
Jay: That’s a good thing for everybody else, to just check with their local MLS.
Debbie: Check with your local board. Just like on the post card and the marketing pieces that you print, we can’t
police in your market what’s BRE and BRE-compliant. So just always check. This is just marketing content and you
want to make it work inside the laws of the land wherever you guys are located. Another question?
Omar: Yes, Debbie, hello. This is Omar Castillo in Utah.
Debbie: How, how are you?
Omar: Good. Do you have any good marketing stuff for pre-foreclosures?
Debbie: That’s a great question. I’m so glad you brought that up, because we get that one a lot. So, I’m going to
have to put you guys on mute for a second because we’re picking up a bit of background noise. So give me one sec.
Okay. So let’s talk about notice of default, which I consider pre-foreclosure, because they’re heading for the rocks if
they don’t do something about it. So, that type of a distressed sale situation; also let’s even talk about potentially a
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divorce filing, where you’ve checked that. One of the vendors that we like a lot, they’re really awesome and treat us
well is ReboGateway. And ReboGateway provides notice of defaults and also provides the divorce filing records.
So you have to pick a side, and that is, am I going to go at this saying…
I noticed, because I am a specialist who helps people who are facing a potential foreclosure on their
property. I monitor the filings on the notice of defaults, so that I know who to help. And I noticed that your
home has had the notice of default filed. I’m happy to give advice, to be helpful in some way that I can be,
and of course if you’re thinking of selling the home, I’d like to help you.
Or same thing with divorce…
Because I specialize in working with divorce families, I monitor the divorce filings to know who to assist in
my market, and I was wondering, are you going to need to sell the home, because I do actually even have a
consumer guide on how to maximize your profit through divorce?
Now Pete, we do have the “Distressed Homeowners” guide and we do have the “Divorcing” guide, but we’re still
doing some tuning on those, right? Because we haven’t posted those yet on the Inner Circle. Is that correct?
Pete: That is correct.
Debbie: So what’s our ETA on that, do you think?
Pete: My guess is when the whole new site’s done, that will all be done as well.
Debbie: Okay. So just know, guys, we are working on that because remember, it’s not just about the consumer
guides but we have to do the post cards, the landing pages and all of that stuff. So we will have more for you on
those two categories, but because those two categories are sensitive, you have to think about, are you just going to
go at it head-on…
This is what I do. I specialize in it. I’d like to help you. Do you need help?
Or are you going to go at it in another way, which is…
This is a popular area. I have buyers for the homes in this area. Are you interested in selling?
So you could even just simply use the “I Have a Buyer” letter. But with the notice of defaults, I coached many
people over the years that worked those. Here’s what they’ve actually told me. They told me that letters usually go
unopened, phone calls often go unanswered, because these may be people who are dodging the bill collectors. So,
typically they would go knock on their door late afternoon, Saturday morning, Sunday afternoon, and try to talk to
them…
I don’t work for the bank. I don’t have anything to do with the bank. I don’t work for any attorneys. I just
help homeowners in your situation.
And give us a month and we’ll be adding those guides and resources to the site for you. Let me unmute the line.
Okay, it’s not letting me unmute you guys. Let me try one more time. There we go.
Omar: Thank you very much, Debbie. That was very, very informative.
Debbie: You’re welcome. Anyone else, question for us?
Female speaker: Hi Debbie.
Debbie: Go ahead, please.
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Female speaker: Thank you. I was wondering if you might give me an idea, because I know you specialize and
focus in on the sales end of it. I happen to be also a real estate appraiser, and I was wondering how I could use that
as my unique selling proposition. Do you have any ideas or feedback on that?
Debbie: Sure, and maybe someone in the group has a suggestion. I just think that that is a great thing to put on your
bio. I’m just thinking I don’t want them to think that you have two jobs. That could actually become an issue. But I
think if you just put the certification, the designation, the credentials – I would just simply put those on your bio. I
wouldn’t talk about it so much as you are an active appraiser. I would just say…
Because of my experience as a qualified trained certified real estate appraiser, I am extremely accurate in
the pricing of my properties, and I also know how to work with other appraisers that might be coming out
representing a buyer. I know how to get that appraisal value to the maximum price possible.
Female speaker: Wonderful. That’s great. Would you offer an appraisal to be done or not? Because I’ve always felt
that was a gray area and I don’t want to necessarily offer an appraisal to be done.
Debbie: I don’t think you need to, because here’s the thing: They don’t care. Right, guys? Let’s be honest. They
want what they want.
Female speaker: They want what they want. That’s true.
Debbie: They want what they want. And so they don’t see a value in having an appraisal, because it’s like, “Yeah,
whatever. I still want to list it for X.” So I think it would just be more about your advice, your guidance, and even
just about that dynamic of…
Because low appraisals are rampant in this type of market, I can’t guarantee you that we’ll get the
appraisal, because it’s tough. What I can tell you though is, no one that you’ll probably meet will be more
likely than I in being able to speak that appraiser’s language and push that value as high as we possibly can.
Female speaker: That’s wonderful. Thank you so much.
Debbie: That’s probably where I would begin. And guys, on that point, here’s a thought. The Listing Language 2.0,
where we have the three pricing strategies – that has hands down been reported by our clients to be one of their
favorite things that they have utilized this year, because we have to tenderize the homeowners to the pricing
discussion and we also have to be very, very careful that they don’t shoot the messenger. And quite frankly, who
knows exactly what these darn houses are going to sell for? It’s really unpredictable right now.
Female speaker: That’s great, thank you.
Debbie: They’re going to go online, they’re going to do their research. You go do your research, put that data in
front of them, ask based on the data where they feel their price should be. If they won’t tell you, you say…
Well, let’s look at these three pricing strategies.
Which we have on the Listing language 2.0 on your Dashboard. And then you say…
Based on these strategies, which one for your timeline do you think makes the most sense?
And then when you have to give them a price, what many clients are doing is they’re giving them a range. And I
think you can say…
The market is so unpredictable right now. We are seeing some shifting, so we really should look at a range
between X and X.
Female speaker: Yeah, that’s great advice.
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Debbie: Now, I want to ask you guys, and you’re welcome to send me an email – debbiedegrote@gmail.com.
Here’s what I’m sensing, because our goal is to always keep you guys one step ahead of where all the rest of the
agents in the world are. And I feel like it’s time for us to all get our muscles back, when it comes to pricing, price
reduction, communicating with sellers, to reset their expectations, because they think it’s going to sell overnight for
way over full price. And in some cases, it will. And yet there are pockets of the market and there are price ranges
where that is definitely not happening anymore. And then they get mad at you. And you might not be on your best
game with those price reduction conversation, because you haven’t had to do them for a while. So, what do you
think? Do you think we need to spend a little attention and training and resources on that topic?
Female speaker: Yes.
Debbie: Anybody else? Do you think it’s time?
All: Yes.
Male speaker: Yes, definitely.
Debbie: Okay, good. So here’s the good news: We’re going to have soon more Expired resources for you. So let
Pete get the new website built and then we’ll be adding some more tools, because you will start to see more
Expireds. So I want you to look up, and what I mean by that – look up to the higher end, because the higher end is
what starts to come down first. And most of the agents out there are order takers; they’ve never been trained to have
price reduction conversations, so they just avoid talking to their sellers at all. Those listings expire and now they’re a
great opportunity for you.
And please don’t judge them harshly. If you see one that’s ridiculously overpriced, whether it’s Expired or FSBO –
go ahead, talk to them, because you never know, they might have been a little crazy and now they’ve come into
reality, or maybe their agent told them the wrong thing, and now they’re ready to have somebody tell them what to
do.
So, please let us know what’s going on with you, because we listen to it. When you need a resource for notice of
default, we start working on it. When you say you need to be able to find the resources easier, we put the kits
together. So please let us know. And one last note before we let you go – remember, Travis of our team – when
you’re using our consumer guides, Travis will create your landing page for you for free. But he only creates landing
pages for you for the guides that we provide. So if we provide new guides, same rule will apply. But he doesn’t
create landing pages for your other marketing stuff. So I just want to make sure that you guys know that, but that’s
our commitment to you – any consumer guide we provide, Travis will do your landing page if you need to, if you
need that help. Pete, any last thing you wanted to say to them?
Laura: Hi Debbie, I’m sorry.
Debbie: Okay, go ahead. Please, go right ahead.
Laura: Hi, this is Laura from New Jersey.
Debbie: Okay, hi Laura.
Laura: Hi, a really quick question. With the Quiet Sale, would you recommend that we take a picture of the house,
but not the furnishing or the address, but we can take a picture?
Debbie: Do whatever they will let you do. So, I would discuss that with them, and I think it’s going to depend a
little bit on who they are and what their situation is. And so if they definitely just want it sold but they can’t have the
traffic of MLS, then you might say…
If I may take a picture without the address and then write an ad so I can market it.
You’re going to have to build that out case-by-case because each one will be a little bit different. But here’s my
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main point in it, guys: I want to get them committed to you somehow, someway, even if it’s not the way we’d like it
to be, where it’s listed fully on the market. But we don’t want that to slip away because it’s just too devastating
when it does.
Laura: I got the listing agreement from them before I left, so I can help them. So it’s fine, but I don’t have any dates
planned. I guess they weren’t ready to actually do anything yet. They’re waiting for something in the family. But I
do have it [01:04:01] ______ the MLS listing agreement with them, but the thought was that if somebody came
along that would give them a good price, then they’d consider it. That’s why I thought this Quiet Sale might be a
good idea for them.
Debbie: It’s just a nice way to show that there’s some reason. That’s the key. They can’t think that they have to sign
it just because you want them to. There has to be, “What’s in it for them?” And that’s the only thing the Quiet Sale
does, is it just defines, “Here’s why you should go ahead and sign with me.”
Laura: Right. Okay, thank you.
Female speaker: Debbie?
Debbie: Yes, go ahead.
Female speaker: So in regards to Twilio, do we use that phone number that we purchased on all of our advertising?
I guess I’m a little confused how that works.
Debbie: Okay, Pete, I’ll let you run with that one.
Pete: Yeah, so you would use that phone number for your texting, and I would probably use it on one of my post
cards where I’m offering a consumer guide, so that way I can track it, because you don’t need to have 10 different
phone numbers. You can get by with probably two or three if you’re just running two or three different advertising
pieces. And that’s just so you can track it. So, you can in fact use that phone number for your free recorded
messages.
Female speaker: Okay. So by purchasing those Twilio numbers, you just maybe purchase, like you said, two or
three, and then use that phone number as just the standard format for what direction you want to go.
Pete: Yeah, yeah. And you won’t have to go into Twilio to buy the numbers. Once you’ve set up your Twilio
account, unless you’re changing your credit card number, you’ll never have to log in there. Everything else will be
done through SMS Conversations. If you need another number, you just buy it through SMS Conversations. It’s
going to do it through your Twilio account, and you’ll never have to log in there again.
Female speaker: Okay, perfect. And the SMS Conversations – in a few sentences that gives us the texting and the
sly broadcast?
Pete: It does the texting and the sly broadcast and your free recorded messages. It basically is the user interface for
all of that tech stuff. So, Twilio doesn’t give you any of the programming, so that’s what SMS Conversations does
for you. We provide all of the programming; you just use Twilio as the phone carrier, sly broadcast as the phone
carrier. So once you set those up, you’ll never have to touch them again, unless, like I said, you’re changing your
credit card that you have on file with them.
Debbie: And I just muted everyone, so if you need to speak, do *6 – it’ll open your line. I just wanted to get the
quiet background because it was getting a little bit noisy. And definitely if you’ve not gotten into the texting and the
sly broadcasting yet – guys, do it. It’s wonderful, it’s amazing, we use it all the time here. It’s just all so dialed in for
you, and Pete has a great training for you there to help you know how to set it up. Samantha is on standby here, if
you need to call her to ask a question. It will change your life, because you will be able to get a quick message out to
all your leads, a quick message out to your past clients.
And it’s not instead of you prospecting, but it’s part of that web of connections. So if you’re emailing, targeting
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them on Facebook, mailing to them, calling them, texting them, and sly dialing them, and inviting them to events –
how amazing is that? We’ve got six different channels to go after them, and we provide most of that stuff for you.
So if you’ve not had your tour yet, remember, all you have to do is just email me or Pete. Don’t email us both, just
email me – debbiedegrote@gmail.com, and say…
Someone needs to contact me to do my private tour of my Inner Circle benefits.
Because I want to be sure you know what you’ve got. Alright, Pete, I have one last thing just to leave them with, but
anything before I do that?
Pete: Nothing on my side. Annette, I saw your line was unmuted again. Did you want to ask any follow-up
question?
Debbie: Yeah, go ahead, Annette.
Annette: So do we upload all of our contacts in SMS Conversations?
Pete: Yup, absolutely.
Annette: Okay. So do we have a video of that process?
Pete: Absolutely. It’s on the left-hand side. It says “Support”, and it’s video tutorials for literally everything in SMS
Conversations. So you just go down to “Import Your List” and it’s going to have a video right there for you on how
to do that. It’s going to have a video on how you send out a text message to your list. I would break up your list into
sublists, like past clients, buyer leads, seller leads, online leads you bought. You can have as many lists as you want
in SMS Conversations, and that way you can send the right message to your list.
Annette: That is fabulous. Thank you so much. That just all comes together now. I really appreciate that.
Pete: Yeah, no problem.
Debbie: Okay, so last couple of things, guys, that I wanted to just share with you. One is, somebody said…
Did Ernie Carswell get the Brady Bunch house sold?
So actually I was talking to Ernie Carswell yesterday afternoon. So the house was listed for almost $1.9 million. I’ll
just let you know, because I think it’s still confidential – way overbid, way overbid, and they do have the buyer now
but they cannot disclose it yet. Because they were asking who got the house. Can’t tell you. Sorry, you’d have to kill
me. (Laughing.) But more coming soon, because that was kind of a fun story and Ernie had quite a week with that
one.
But I wanted to leave you guys with this thought. I was actually speaking to someone right before we got on this
call, Pete, and she happens to have a radio show. Now, guys, we’re not going to tell you to go get a radio show. It’s
really expensive, it’s quite a process, you’ve got to get vendor sponsors. It’s the whole deal. So I’m not bringing it
up for that reason, but if you have a radio show, listen up. But it’s more about what I discovered in talking to her.
She is very entertaining, very well thought-of in her community, and it’s actually a great prime spot. And I said to
her…
So tell me, what do you talk about?
And she said…
Well, I bring on a home inspector and I talk about home inspections. And I bring on a termite company and
I talk about termite inspections when you sell your house.
She went through a list, and I said…
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Sorry, excuse me. Boring! So boring!
Even if I want to sell my house, I’m not going to sit around and go…
Wow, I can’t wait to tune into a radio show that’s going to tell me all about home inspection.
But see, it’s just a change in our thinking, because we’re thinking we’re in real estate and these are the things they
need to know. That’s the conversation in our mind. But they’re sitting out there saying…
What does it cost to upgrade instead of sell? What are the pros and cons?
And I said…
Why don’t you instead invite a contractor on and have a lively debate about the pros and cons and the
dangers of overbuilding in a neighborhood? And instead of having leads that go nowhere or have no leads,
offer the “Move Up Or Stay And Remodel Your Current Home” guide. Send them to your landing page.
Now you can track it, now they’re in your web, now you can follow up.
Because I said, Pete, she could have a “Downsize”, a “Move Up”, a “Selling Through Divorce”, an “Annual Real
Estate Planning”. If you take all these guides and the guides we’re going to provide in the next 60 days, she could
have a bunch of topics with really the content of the topics coming right out of the guides, and then offering those as
a gift. And Pete, I said to her…
What are you doing in the show to drive them to you?
And remember, this is over the air so they can’t see anything. She said…
I’m telling them to call us if they want a market evaluation, call us if they want to downsize, or a buyer
consult. Go to our website if they want to check their values.
She’s giving them five or six things to do, and nothing in writing about that, or nothing they can see; just words.
And I said…
Well, I can see why you’re not getting leads. The topics are boring, there is no offer of valuable educational
resource or information, and a confused mind doesn’t act. You’re giving them too many choices.
And it was like a light bulb came on, and certainly a burden lifted. But see, guys, that’s how we want you to think.
Stop thinking about what you want to tell them; instead, start thinking about what they want from you. And your
world will change. So if you’re working on a marketing project, feel free to shoot it over to us, we’ll take a look at it
for you to help you fine-tune it. And of course we all know, no one marketing piece is going to make a thousand
people call you; probably not even if you were giving away free money. But we’ve got to get you some results.
Okay, guys, thanks for joining us. Pete, anything else?
Pete: No, that’s it.
Debbie: Alright, cool. Guys, I’ll get to work on the price reduction stuff. Pete has his homework – he’s rebuilding
that website for you to make it even easier. And then we’ll have more consumer guides coming soon. Alright guys,
have a good week. Talk to you soon!
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